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FOREWORD

IN
writing out these folk dances, the descriptions written by

the Danish Folk Dance Society of Copenhagen, Denmark,
have been followed very carefully ; and it is my hope that

they will be accepted as a true translation of the Society's

valuable work. I have not tried to make anything of my own,

but have simply made an effort to write a clear, easily under-

stood description of these folk dances.

In translating these, it was my object to select the best ones,

realizing that it is quite impossible for teachers in this country

to know all the Danish folk dances, as they must know folk

dances of other nations as well.

It should be remembered that folk dances are not for ex-

hibitional purposes, but should be taught for their social and
educational value. They should therefore be taught with an

element of folk spirit and humor, not merely a step this way
and a step that way. Teachers should always remember, though,

that the steps and the different figures must be well learned by

the pupils before the dances become interesting to them.

The music that corresponds vt^ith these descriptions is

published in two vO-times in Denrnari: by the Danish Folk Dance
Society (Foreningen til Folkesdansens Fremme). It is also pub-

lished in one volume by Viggo Boybjerg, and may be purchased

from the Chicago School of Civics' and Philanthropy, 2559 Mich-

igan Avenue, Chicago. ' .'
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

WHENEVER the descriptions call for waltz, polka, step-

hop, or hopsa, couples take waltz position, the man
placing his right arm round the girl's waist, taking her

right hand in his left, grasping it with the back of her hand in

his palm, and stretching the arms directly downward. The girl

places her left hand on his right arm between the elbow and the

shoulder. In this position they always dance, turning right about

continuously and moving to the right round the room.

Hip and shoulder hold.—Couples face each other, the man
puts his hands on the girl's waist just above the waist line, and

the girl puts both hands on his shoulders with arms stretched.

Shoulder grasp.—The dancers grasp partner or those on

either side by the shoulder.

Wrist grasp.—In forming a star the wrist grasp is sometimes

used. Each of the four dancers grasps the wrist of the one in

front of him.

Curtsey-—If curtseying with the right foot behind, the girl

bends the right knee and sinks slowly downward and back>vard,

then rises slowly. The left knee is bent slightly. This is not

the short curtsey often seen in Country Dances.

Grand Right and Leitv^f'^rtilei'.s.'.fgce'Qaeh other and move
round the circle in the direction in w"hi'clr tiiey are facing, giving

right hand to partner, left to ;t;he-i?e-k:!;,:a?1d so on until reaching

own places. . ,. V '".

Star.—Tvi^o dancers face .taf'h'.Qi'bef- : If they are in a line in

which the men are on one side and the girls on the other, each

man joins right hands with the girl diagonally opposite him. If

couples are opposite each other as in a quadrille, the men join

right hands with each other, and the girls join right hands above

the men's.

Step-hop.—If this step is danced while the circle is moving

to the right, the dancers step to the right with the right foot
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(count 1), hop on the right (count 2), and so on. If the dancers

are in waltz position, the man begins with the left foot, and the

girl begins with the right, and both step and hop in rhythm as

described for the circle, while turning right about and moving to

the right round the circle or room.

Polka step.—If beginning with the right foot, the dancer

hops on the left foot, bringing the right to the floor a little in

advance of the left and directly after hopping on the left (count

1), brings the left to the right (count 2), takes a short step

forward with the right (count 3), and repeats the same, be-

ginning with the left foot. If couples are in waltz position, the

man begins with the left foot, and the girl with the right. They
dance the step as described, while turning right about and

moving to the right round the circle or room. The dancers

should avoid an exaggerated lifting of the knee on the first

count.

Tyroler waltz—The man takes the girl's left hand in his

right, and they dance a waltz. The man begins with the left

foot, and the girl with the right ; and both dance one waltz step,

turning slightly back to back, and one waltz step, turning face

to face, while swinging their joined hands freely forward and

backward. They repeat the two waltz steps, then take waltz

position, and dance four waltz steps, turning right about. They
move forward throughout.

Tyroler hopsa.—This is the same as Tyroler waltz but is

danced with shorter steps and in quicker time.

Waltz step.—If beginning with the right foot, the dancer

steps forward with the right foot (count 1), brings the left to

the right (count 2), takes a short step forward with the right

(count 3), and repeats the same, beginning with the left foot.

If couples are in waltz position, the man begins with the left

foot, and the girl with the right ; and both turn right about,

while moving to the right round the circle or room. This is

sometimes called the "old hop" waltz.

Hopsa.—Hopsa is a waltz danced with very short steps and

well-marked rhythmic movements and in quicker time. The

dancers turn right about continuously.

Change step.—This is the same as the chasse step. If the

dancer begins with the right foot, he slides forward with the
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right (count 1), slides, bringing the left to the right (count 2),

and slides forward again with the right (count 3), He repeats

the same, beginning with left foot, and so on.

Danish two-step.—Couples take waltz position. The man
dances as follows: he steps^with the left foot (count 1), turns to

the right while pivoting on the left and swinging the right in a

small circle (count 2), steps with the right (count 3), and turns

to the right while pivoting on the right and swinging the left

in a circle (count 4). Simultaneously, the girl dances the same,

beginning with the right foot. They turn right about continu-

ously, moving to the right round the room.

Reel step.—If the dancer begins with the right foot, he

swings the right directly behind the left, takes the weight

on the right, then hops slightly forward on the right. He does

the same with the left, and so on, stepping back and hopping

with alternate feet. He dances on place.

Swing.—Couples take waltz position, place the outside of

their right feet together, and, flexing the knees, pivot round and

round in place.

Galop.—If moving to the right, the dancer slides to the

right with the right foot, brings the left foot quickly to the

right (count. 1), slides to the right again and brings the left

foot to the right on (count 2), and so on.

French reel.—This step is like the ordinary reel, with the

exception that the feet are swung in a wider circle sideways and

behind, and it is danced in a much slower time.

When a number of bars are given, such as (bars 1 to 4), it

should be considered inclusive, thus: bars 1, 2, 3, and 4.

1

OX
Quadrille formation: 2 X O 4 X = Men.

O X O= Girls.

XO
3
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THE HATTER

(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle and dance step-hop,

moving to the left round to own places (bars 1 to 8 and repeat).

The steps should be short in this figure.

(b) Partners release hand and, facing each other, stamp

three times, left, right, left ; then clap three times (bars 9 to

12). They repeat the stamping and clapping (bars 13 to 16).

Each turns, facing the person behind him, and repeats (b).

(c) All dance "Grand Right and Left" with step-hop (bars

17 to 24 and repeat).

Fig. II. (a) All four couples dance step-hop, each couple

dancing in a small circle, moving toward the center of the set

and out again toward own place. Couples dance twice round

this small circle (bars 1 to 8 and repeat). Instead of this figure

couples may swing in place (bars 1 to 8 and repeat). All

repeat (b) and (c) as in Fig. I.

Fig. III. (a) The four girls form a circle in the center with

shoulder grasp or with arms around each other's waists and

dance step-hop, moving to the left through bars 1 to 8 and the

repeat. They usually circle round three times. All repeat (b)

and (c) as in Fig. I.

Fig. IV. (a) The four men form a circle with shoulder

grasp and repeat (a) as in Fig. III. All repeat (b) and (c) as

in Fig. I.

Fig. V. Fig. Ill is repeated.

Fig. VI. Fig. IV is repeated.

Fig. VII. Fig. Ill is repeated.

Fig. VIII. Fig. IV is repeated.

Fig. IX. (a) All join hands in a circle and move to the

left with step-hop. All repeat (b) and (c) as in Fig. I.

The dance is finished by partners swinging in place (bars 1

to 8 and repeat).
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OXEKOW
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Lines of two couples abreast stand on the four

sides of a square, in what is called "Double Quadrille" forma-

tion. The groups of four are numbered round to the right,

1, 2, 3, 4.

1

oxox
X o
o X 4 O= Girls.

X O X= Men.

o X
xoxo

3

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle and, stamping on the

first beat of bar 1, dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars 1 to

4) ; then stamping on the first beat of bar 1, dance the same,

moving to the right (bars 1 to 4).

(b) The 1st and 3rd groups join hands four abreast.

Stamping on the first beat of bar 5, they walk slowly toward

each other four steps, taking one step to each bar, bring the

heels together, and nod the head on the last beat of bar 8 (bars

5 to 8) ; stamping on the 1st beat of bar 5, they walk backward

the same to place (bars 5 to 8)- A\'hile the 1st and 3rd groups

are walking backward, the 2nd and 4th groups stamp on the 1st

beat of bar 5 and walk forward four steps, bringing the^ heels

together and nodding on the last beat of bar 8 (bars 5 to 8) ;

then walk backward four steps, taking two steps to each bar

(bars 9 and 10). While the 2nd and 4th groups are walking

backward, the 1st and 3rd groups walk forward four steps, clap-

ping hands on every step (bars 9 and 10). Standing face to face

in the center, groups 1 and 3 stamp three times with the right

foot (bar 11), clap three times (bar 12), and walk backward to

places (bars 9 and 10). While the 1st and 3rd groups are walk-

ing backward, the 2nd and 4th groups walk forward (bars 9

and 10) and stamp and clap (bars 11 and 12). It will be

noted that the groups clap only on walking forward and that

the 2nd and 4th groups finish, standing face to face in the

center. They dance round into places when dancing the next

part (c).
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(c) Each group of four forms a circle with arms round each
other's waists or with shoulder grasp, and, stamping on the 1st

beat of bar 13, all dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars 13

to 16) ; stamp on the 1st beat of the 13th bar and dance the

same, moving to the right (bars 13 to 16).

(d) Each group of four dances "Grand Right and Left"

with step-hop (bars 17 to 20 and repeat).

Fig. II. (a) Partners face each other, join both hands, and,

stamping on the 1st beat of bar 1, dance step-hop, turning to

the left (bars 1 to 4) ; stamping on the 1st beat of bar 1, they

dance the same to the right (bars 1 to 4). All repeat (b), (c),

and (d) exactly as in Fig. I.

Fig. III. (a) The two girls of each group join hands and
repeat (a) as danced in Fig. II (bars 1 to 4 and repeat). All

repeat (b), (c), and (d) as in Fig. I.

Fig. IV. (a) The two men of each group join hands and

repeat (a) as danced in Fig. II (bars 1 to 4 and repeat). All

repeat (b), (c), and (d) as in Fig. I.

Fig. V. (a) The four girls of the 1st and 2nd groups join

hands in a circle, and, stamping on the 1st beat, dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 1 to 4) ; stamping on the 1st beat, they

dance to the right (bars 1 to 4). Simultaneously, the four girls

of the 3rd and 4th groups dance the same. All repeat (b) as in

Fig. I.

(c) The 1st and 2nd groups form a circle with arms round

each other's waists or with shoulder grasp and dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 13 to 16), and repeat, moving to the

right (bars 13 to 16). Simultaneously, the 3rd and 4th groups

dance the same.

(d) The 1st and 2nd groups dance "Grand Right and Left"

with step-hop (bars 17 to 20). Simultaneously, the 3rd and 4th

groups dance the same.

Fig. VI. (a) The four men of the 1st and 2nd groups join

hands in a circle and dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars

1 to 4), and the same to the right (bars 1 to 4). Simultaneously,

the four men of the 3rd and 4th groups dance the same. All

repeat (b) as in Fig. I, and (c) and (d) as in Fig. V.
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Fig. VII. (a) The eight girls join hands in a circle and

repeat (a) as in Fig. V (bars 1 to 4 and repeat). All repeat (b)

as in Fig. I.

(c) All form a circle with arms round each other's waists

or with shoulder grasp and repeat (c) as in Fig. V (bars 13 to 16

and repeat).

(d) All dance "Grand Right and Left" (bars 17 to 20 and

repeat) until partners are back in own places.

Fig. Vtll. The eight men repeat (a) as in Fig. VII. All

repeat (b) as in Fig. I, and (c) and (d) as in Fig. VII.

In finishing the dance all join hands in a circle, the girls

facing out and the men facing the center, and dance step-hop,

moving to the men's left (bars 1 to 4) and to their right (bars 1

to 4).

THE LITTLE JUTLANDER
(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Couples form about the room. They take waltz

position ; the man begins with the left foot, and the girl with the

right. The man dances as follows : he takes a short step to

the left with the left foot, closes with the right, steps to the

left, closes with the right, lifting the left out, and, hopping on

the right, kicks with the left (bar 1). He then dances step-hop

on the left foot and step-hop on the right, turning right about

(bar 2). Simultaneously, the girl dances the same, beginning

with the right foot and dancing accordingly. This is a combina-

tion of a short, quick galop step and a mazurka. Couples dance

the two galop steps to the man's left and turn right about on

the two step-hops. They continue the same throughout the

dance, moving round the room to the right as in social dancing.

The man dances as follows

:

^
•-^

^—

?

Step L Step R Step L Close R throwing Hop R Kick L
L out at side

Step L Hop L Step R Hop R
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HEIDILIT COME ABOUT!

(Music in Book No. II)

Formation. ^—Couples take waltz position and form in a circle

with one man, the leader, in the center. The dancers should

keep their places in the circle, or confusion will arise.

Partners polka, turning round and round to the right and

moving to the right round the circle (bars 1 to 8). On bar 8

the leader stamps his foot, whereupon all immediately reverse,

turning to the left, and continue through bars 1 to 8. On bar 8

the leader stamps, and all immediately begin turning right about

continuously as in the beginning, but instead of moving to the

right round the circle they move to the left and continue through

bars 9 to 16. On bar 16 the leader stamps, and all turn left

about continuously, still moving to the left round the circle

through bars 9 to 16. These movements are continued as de-

scribed, throughout the dance.

[Note.—This dance is still very popular in Denmark. Instead

of having a leader in the center stamp to mark the changes, the

musician sometimes plays through to bar 7, then stops, and sings

"Heidilit come about!" on bars 7 and 8.]

THE JOLLY COPPERSMITH

This is danced in two ways.

I

Formation-—Couples of two men form promiscuously about

the room.

(a) Partners take shoulder hold and dance a galop, hopping

on the 1st beat of each step and moving to the right round the

room, turning continuously without reversing (bars 1 to 4 and

repeat).

(b) Partners stand facing each other and swing the left leg

forward at a right angle with the body, at the same time hopping

on the right foot and clapping own hands under the left leg.

They then swing the right leg backward and clap own hands

above the head (bar 5), swing the right leg forward, at the

same time hopping on the left foot and clapping own hands under

the right leg, then swing the left leg backward and clap own

hands above the head (bar 6). They repeat this movement

through bars 5 to 12.
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II

This is called the "Stick Dance," as the dancers carry a stick

in either hand, and is danced as follows

:

(a) The dancers dance singly, turning round and round to

the right, dancing to right round the room as in I.

(b) Instead of clapping they knock the two sticks together,

dancing the same as in I, but knocking as follows : under the

left leg, above the head as the right is swung backward, under

the right leg, above the head as the left is swung backward,

behind the back (sticks pointing downward) as the left is swung
forward, and above the head as the right leg is swung back-

ward. They now repeat, beginning by knocking under the right

leg. This is danced five times in all, and the movement is

finished by knocking sticks under the right leg (bars 5 to 12).

[Note.—The description is written for the harmonization

published in "Danish Folk Dances" by Viggo Bovbjerg.]

MALLEBROK
(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.^—Couples form promiscuously about the room.

(a) Partners dance polka (bars 1 to 8 and repeat).

(b) Partners face each other, and with hands on hips the

man dances one change step to his left, then swings his right foot

across in front of the left, and claps own hands (bars 9 and 10).

He dances the same to the right, beginning with the right foot

(bars 11 and 12) ; at the same time the girl dances the .same

but uses the right foot when man uses left, and vice versa.

Thus both move in the same direction. They then dance eight

reel steps on place, partners facing each other (bars 13 to 16).

They repeat (b) (bars 9 to 16).

CROSS FOUR DANCE
(^lusic in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

(a) The four men form a star with wrist grasp, and each

places the right arm around his partner's waist. The girl

puts her left hand on her partner's shoulder and her right on

her hip. In this position they run forward through bars 1 to 4.
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(b) Each man quickly swings his partner in front of him to

his left side, and at the same time he moves a little to his own
right. Neither turns in changing position. The girls now
form a star with the left hands in wrist grasp and place the

right hand on their partner's left shoulder. The man takes

the girl round the waist with his left arm, and they run for-

ward through bars 1 to 4. The change must be made without

pausing in the running.

(c) Partners join right hands to begin and dance "Grand

Right and Left" with step-hop (bars 5 to 8 and repeat). They
then take hip-and-shoulder hold and dance "Danish two-step"

(bars 9 to 12 and repeat)-

[Note.—"The Bow" is danced the same way as "Cross Four

Dance"; however, in "The Bow" they dance step-hop instead of

"Danish two-step" (bars 5 to 8).]

SIX DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle and dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 1 to 8).

(b) The 1st and 3rd couples dance, the 2nd and 4th stand.

Partners face each other, join both hands, with arms well ex-

tended at the side, and cross to opposite couple's place, the men
passing back to back four lively galop steps (bars 9 and 10).

Without turning they cross to own places, the girls passing

back to back four galop steps (bars 11 and 12). The 2nd and

4th couples repeat (b) (bars 13 to 16).

(c) All dance "Grand Right and Left" with step-hop (bars

17 to 24).

Fig. IL (a) All couples swing (bars 1 to 8). All repeat

(b) and (c) the same as in Fig. L
The dance may be repeated as often as desired. Each time it

is repeated, it is danced as in Fig. II. All dance (a) as in Fig.

II to finish (bars 1 to 8).

THREE DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle and dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 1 to 8), and the same to the right (bars

1 to 8).
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(b) The 1st and 3rd couples join adjacent hands and run to-

ward each other. Upon meeting, the 3rd couple release hands

and separate, letting the 1st run through, eight steps. \\'ithout

pausing they run backward, the 3rd couple joining hands and

running through while the 1st couple separate, eight steps (bars

9 to 16). The 2nd and 4th couples repeat (b), the 4th separating

on running forward (bars 9 to 16).

(c) The 1st and 3rd couples dance toward each other as fol-

lows: they step forward on the 1st beat of bar 17, at the same

time clap own hands ; hop on the 2nd beat and clap ; step forward

on the 1st beat of bar 18 and clap; and hop, but do not clap, on

the 2nd beat of bar 18. The 1st couple is now facing the 3rd

in the center of the set. The men link right arms with the oppo-

site girl and turn once round, taking two step-hops (bars 19

and 20), link left arms with own partner, and turn into own
places, taking four step-hops (bars 21 to 24). The 2nd and 4th

couples repeat (c) (bars 25 to 32),

Fig. II. (a) Partners join adjacent hands and dance four

Tyroler hopsa steps to the right round the circle to next couple's

place, take waltz position and dance four hopsa steps to the next

place, and repeat the same, finishing in own places (bars 1 to 8

and repeat). All repeat (b) and (c) as in Fig. I.

Fig. III. All repeat Fig. II.

NORWEGIAN MOUNTAIN MARCH
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—One man holds a handkerchief by the corner in

either hand; two girls stand behind him with adjacent hands

joined, and each holds the opposite corner of the handkerchief

in her free hand. Thus the man leads the two girls.

(a) The groups of three move to the right round the room
with step-hop, the man looking backward first at one girl and

then at the other, not in rhythm with the music (bars 1 to 8 and

repeat).

(b) Stamping on the 1st step, the man dances step-hop back-

ward under the joined hands of the girls, who dance in place

The girl on the left dances step-hop, turning right about under

the man's right arm ; the other girl then turns left about under

her own left arm ; the man turns right about under his own
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right arm, and all are facing forward again. They repeat (b)

twice (three times in all) without stamping (bars 9 to 16 and
repeat). All dance continuously.

THE CRESTED HEN
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Sets of one man and two girls form about the

room.

(a) They join hands in a circle and, stamping on the 1st step,

dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars 1 to 8) ; stamp, and

dance the same, moving to the right (bars 1 to 8).

(b) The girls release hands, placing free hand on hip, and

dance, one on either side of the man. The girl on the right

dances under the arch made by the man and the girl on his left

(bars 9 and 10), the man turns under his own right arm (bars

11 and 12), the girl on the left dances under the arch made by

the man and the girl on his right (bars 13 and 14), and the man
turns under his left arm (bars 15 and 16). They repeat (b) (bars

9 to 16). Throughout (b) all three dance step-hop, moving con-

tinuously, which" swings the group freely about.

THREE MAN'S REEL
(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Sets of one man and two girls form about the

room.

Fig. I. (a) The three dancers join hands in a circle and,

placing the right foot toward the center of the circle, swing

round to the left (bars 1 to 4 and repeat). On the last two beats

the girls release each other's hands and swing out into a line

on either side of the man. The man and the girl on his right

face each other about three steps apart, and the girl on his left

stands directly behind him, facing as he faces.

(b) The man and the girl on his right dance fourteen reel

steps in place (bars 5 to 11), the man finishing by stamping

three times on bar 12. He faces the girl on the left, they repeat

the reel steps, and he stamps as before (bars 5 to 12). The girl

does not stamp.

Fig. II. (a) The three walk through "Grand Right and

Left" as follows : the man and the girl on his left join right

hands and change places ; the girl joins left hands with the other

girl and changes places with her. The right-hand girl and the
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man join right hands and change places; he joins left hands with

the other girl and they change places; the two girls join right

hands and change places, which leaves the right-hand girl in

the center, the left-hand girl on her left, and the man on her

right (bars 1 to 4 and repeat). In dancing "Grand Right and
Left" all move continuously.

(b) The two girls face each other and dance fourteen reel

steps, the girl in the center finishing by stamping three times on
bar 12 (bars 5 to 12). The girl in the center and the man
repeat the reel, the girl finishing by stamping three times (bars

5 to 12).

Fig. III. (a) The man and the girl in the center join right

hands, and all repeat the "Grand Right and Left" as before,

finishing with the left-hand girl in the center facing the other

girl (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) They dance reel steps as before, the two girls dancing

together in beginning (bars 5 to 12 and repeat).

To finish, all join hands in a circle and repeat (a) as in Fig.

I, omitting the forming of the line in finishing (bars 1 to 4 and
repeat).

THE TINKER'S DANCE
(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Sets of one man and two girls stand in line, one
set behind the other, all facing front.

(a) The 1st set faces the 2nd in beginning the dance. The
1st man and the girl on his right join both hands and dance
four tinker steps in place without turning (bars 1 to 4). The
tinker step is as follows: they swing the right foot in a circular

movement to the right and in front of the left (1st note of

music), step on the right directly in front of left (1st beat of

bar 1), step directly backward with the left foot (2nd beat),

draw the right foot backward to the left (3rd beat), swing the

left in a circular movement to the left and forward (4th beat) ;

step on the left directly in front of the right (1st beat of bar 2)

step backward with the right (2nd beat), draw the left backvv-ard

to the right (3rd beat), and swing the right foot in a circular

movement (4th beat) ; and so on through bars 1 to 4. After

dancing four tinker steps they take hip-and-shoulder hold and
dance eight reel steps in place, at the same time turning to the

right continuously (bars 5 to 8). On the last step they release
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hold, and the man turns to the girl on his left. They repeat the

tinker steps and the reel steps (bars 1 to 8). On the last step

all face the 2nd set, and the man joins hands with the girls on

either side.

(b) The 1st and 2nd sets stamp on the first step, walk toward

each other three steps, bring the heels together and bow by
nodding the head on the 4th count (bars 9 and 10), ar.d then

walk backward three steps, bringing the heels together on the

4th count (i)ars 11 and 12). The first set raise their joined

hands, making arches, and the girl on the right dances in a

small circle twice round under the man's right arm eight step-

hops (bars 13 to 16). They repeat (b), finishing by the girl on

the left dancing in a circle under the man's left arm (bars 9 to

16).

(c) The 1st and 2nd sets form a circle with upper-arm grasp

and dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars 17 to 20) and to

the right (bars 21 to 24).

Without pausing, the 1st set forms a circle with upper-arm

grasp. Simultaneously, the 2nd set does the same, and both

dance step-hop, moving to the left (bars 17 to 20) and to the right

(bars 21 to 24). While circling to the right, each circle changes

places with the other, finishing with the 1st set facing the 3rd set

and the 2nd standing in 1st set's place facing the same as the

1st set. The 1st set now repeats the whole dance with the 3rd

and moves on to dance with the 4th. When the 1st set begins

dancing with the 4th, the 2nd begins dancing with the 3rd.

In this way each set, after standing at the head once through

the dance, begins dancing. The 1st set continues dancing with

each set in turn until reaching the foot. Each set does the same.

Finally all sets will be in the place from which they started.

If many sets are dancing, the line should be separated into

groups of about four sets so that the dance does not become

monotonous.
CITY DANCE

(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Couples form in two lines as in the "French

Reel."

(a) The first man turns left about and dances outside the

men's line toward the foot, four change steps. Simultaneously,

the girl does the same, turning right about in starting, and

dancing outside the girls' line (bars 1 to 8). Both turn and
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dance back over the same ground to own places (bars 1 to 8).

Without joining hands they dance side by side down the middle

between the lines, four change steps (bars 9 to 16), turn, and

dance the same back to places and round the second couple, the

girl dancing round the 2nd girl, and the man round the 2nd man
(bars 9 to 16).

(b) The 1st couple dance step-hop, moving tow^ard each

other, take waltz position, and dance step-hop, turning round
and round in place (bars 17 to 24). The 1st and 2nd couples

dance "Right and Left" w'ith w^alking steps as follows : partners

cross to each other's place, joining right hands in passing. The
men then join left hands and change places, at the same time,

the girls do the same
;
partners join right hands and cross to

each other's place; the men join left hands and change places,

at the same time, the girls do the same (bars 17 to 24).

The 1st couple now dance (a) and (b) as before, dancing

"Right and Left" with the 3rd couple. When the 1st couple

begin the dance the next time, the 2nd couple also begin. In

this way the couple at the head stand once through the dance

and then begin dancing. The 1st couple continue until they

have reached the foot of the line, and all others do the same
after they have begun at the head.

FOUR AND A HALF DANCE
II

(Music II in Book No. I)

Formation.—Couples stand in two lines four steps apart, the

men on one side and the girls on the other.

(a) The 1st couple advance, join right hands, and walk
slowly and gracefully round in place eight steps (bars 1 to 8) ;

join left hands and repeat the same (bars 9 to 16).

(b) They face each other, both step sideways to their own
left, the man brings heels together and bows, and the girl

curtseys (bars 17 and 18). Both step sideways to their own
right and bow and curtsey as before (bars 19 and 20).

(c) The man takes the girl's right hand in his right, and they

dance eight change steps down between the lines; still retaining

hold, they turn into each other's place and dance eight change
steps back, stopping between the 2nd couple (bars 21 to 28

and repeat).
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(d) The man turns to the right and faces the 2nd girl, and
the girl turns left and faces the 2nd man. The men begin with

the right foot and the girls with the left and dance four balance

steps, turning slightly from side to side (bars 29 to 36). The
first couple turn and face each other, the man turning left about

and the girl right about, and dance four balance steps as before

(bars 29 to 36).

The balance step is danced as follows : if beginning with

the right foot, the dancer steps to the right on the 1st beat,

steps bringing the left directly in front of the right on the 2nd

beat, lifts and replaces the right without taking a step on the

3rd beat, and repeats the same, stepping to the left on the 1st

beat.

(e) The 1st couple take waltz position and waltz, turning

right about continuously, down between the lines and back,

stopping between the 2nd couple (bars Z7 to 44 and repeat).

The 1st couple repeat (a), (b), and (c), stopping between

the 3rd couple in finishing (c) ; they then dance (d) with the

3rd couple and dance (e), stopping between the 3rd couple.

The 2nd couple now begin dancing and the 1st continue.

They repeat (a), (b) and (c), the 2nd couple stopping between

the 3rd and the 1st between the 4th, and these four couples now
dance (d). The 1st and 2nd couples dance (e), stopping be-

tween the 3rd and 4th couples and continuing as before.

The 1st couple dance with each couple in turn until they

reach the last. After dancing (e) they stop at the foot and

stand in line* Each couple at the head repeat the same, standing

through the dance once and then dancing as described.

THE FOUR DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Sets of two couples form about the room facing

each other thus

:

OX X= man
XO O= girl

Fig. I. (a) The two couples join hands in a circle and,

stamping on the 1st beat, dance step-hop, moving to the left

(bars 1 to 4) ; and, stamping on the 1st beat, move to the right

the same (bars 5 to 8).

(b) Without pausing, all place hands on hips and chasse as
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follows: facing- the center as in the beginning, the man dances

one chasse step to his own left and six reel steps in place. At

the same time each girl faces her own partner on the 1st step

and dances one chasse step to her own right, passing- face to

face with the other girl in the center and facing her own partner.

It will be noted that partners move in the same direction, the

girl to her right, after she has faced her partner, and the man
to his left, and finish face to face a few feet to the left of the

man's original place. Chasse step is as follows: the man slides

to his left wnth left foot, brings the right to the left, slides to the

left (bar 9), and, swinging the right behind, dances six reel

steps. Simultaneously, the girl faces her partner as she slides

with the right foot, brings the left to the right, slides to the right

again, and, swinging the left behind, dances six reel steps

facing her own partner (bars 9 to 12). The man now moves

to his own right and the girl to her own left one chasse step, the

girls passing face to face, and both dance six reel steps as before

(bars 13 to 16). After the chasse across the second time, the

position of the dancers is as follows

:

X
o o
X

(c) The men link right arms with each other's partners and

turn round, four walking steps, which brings the men back to

back; each links left arm with his own partner and turns round

six steps, which brings the girls back to back. The men then

link right arms with each other's partners and turn into places

six steps. In the last turn the girls pass each other face to face

as they return to own partners (bars 1 to 8). This w^ill come
about perfectly naturally if the directions are followed. They
are now standing as in beginning of (a), Figure I.

(d) Partners take hip-and-shoulder hold and dance the

"Danish two-step" (bars 9 to 16). While dancing this, couples

move to the right about the set and turn right about con-

tinuously.

Fig. II. (a) The two couples join right hands across in a

star and, stamping on the 1st beat, move forward, dancing
step-hop (bars 1 to 4) ;

join left hands across and, stamping on
the 1st beat, repeat the same (bars 5 to 8). All repeat (b), (c),

and (d) as in Fig. I.
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Fig. III. (a) The two men join both hands and the two

girls join both hands above . theirs (this is called a two-hand

star), and, facing each other, dance step-hop moving to the left

(bars 1 to 4) and to the right (bars 5 to 8). All repeat (b),

(c), and (d) as in Fig. I.

Fig. IV. (a) This is called the "Goose Walk." All walk

to the left in a circle one behind the other (bars 1 to 4) and,

turning right about, walk to the right (bars 5 to 8). In walking,

the dancers lift the feet in imitation of the goose. All repeat

(b), (c), and (d) as in Fig. I.

Fig. V. (a) This is called the "Yoke." The men join both

hands and raise their arms; the girls step in under the men's

raised arms and place their hands on the men's shoulders ; the

men lower their arms round the girls, slightly above their waist

;

in this position they dance (a) as in Fig. III. All repeat (b),

(c), and (d) as in Fig. I.

All sets join hands in one large circle and dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 1 to 4) and to the right (bars 5 to 8).

THE SHOEMAKER'S DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Couples stand about the room.

(a) Partners face each other and roll their clenched fists

rapidly round and round in imitation of winding thread (bar 1) ;

reverse the movement of the fists in imitation of unwinding

(bar 2) ; with arms bent bring the elbows vigorously downward

and backward in imitation of pulling the threads in sewing and

repeat the pulling movement (bar 3) ; and clap three times

(bar 4). They then repeat (a) (bars 1 to 4).

(b) Couples dance polka (bars 5 to 8).

FEDER MIKKEL
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Couples take waltz position and form about the

room.

(a) All dance one change step forward, one directly back-

ward without turning, four galop steps forward, one change

step directly backward, one forward, and four galop steps back-

ward (bars 1 to 8),
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(b) Partners face each other. The man dances one change

step to his left, hops twice on the left foot, and at the same

time swing the right foot across in front of the left and claps

own hands twice (bars 9 and 10). He dances the same to the

right, beginning with the right foot (bars 11 and 12). At the

same time the girl dances the same but uses the right foot when
man uses the left, and vice versa. Both move in the same direc-

tion. They then take waltz position and dance two polka steps,

turning completely round
;
quickly changing to hip-and-shoulder

hold, they dance "Danish two-step," four steps (bars 13 to 16).

They repeat (b) (bars 9 to 16).

THE FRENCH REEL
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation,—Any number of couples stand in two lines, fac-

ing each other, the men on one side and the girls on the other,

as in Country Dances; there should be about six steps between

the lines. The couples number one and two alternately down
the line.- If all couples faced the head of the line, the girls

would stand on their partners' right.

Each number 1 couple dances with the number 2 couples to-

ward the foot. All number 1 and number 2 men turn and face

each other; simultaneously, number 1 and number 2 girls face

each other. All shake right hands four times (bars 1 and 2),

shake left hands the same (bars 3 and 4) ;
partners then face

each other, walk toward the center, shake right hands four

times (bars 5 and 6), and shake left hands four times (bars

7 and 8). All clap ovv^n hands once, then right with partner

(bar 9) ; clap own, then left with partner (bar 10) ; clap own
hands, then both with partner (bar 11); and clap own three

times (bar 12). All dance four French reel steps in place,

swinging the left foot out at the side in beginning (bars 13 to 16),

(See steps p. 6.) Number 1 and nuiuber 2 couples join hands

in a circle, stamp on the first beat of bar 9, and dance step-hop,

moving to the left (bars 9 to 12) ; stamp on the first beat of

bar 13 and dance the same, moving to the right (bars 13 to 16).

The same couples dance "Right and Left" as follows: part-

ners stamp on first step, join right hands in passing, and walk
six steps across to each other's places ; the girls then join left

hands and walk two steps to each other's places; simultaneously.
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the men do the same. The girls are now on the men's side,

the men are on the girls' side, and the number 1 and number
2 couples are in each other's places. Partners now join right

hands, stamp on the first step, and walk six steps across to

each other's places ; the girls join left hands ; simultaneously, the

men do the same, but instead of changing places they simply

turn and face own partner (bars 17 to 24).

Number 1 and number 2 men join adjacent hands, forming

an arch; number 1 and number 2 girls join adjacent hands;

stamping on the first step, both couples walk six steps across

to each other's places, the girls going under the arch (bars 17,

18 and 19). They release hands, turn about singly (bar 20) ;

join hands again, stamping on the first step, and walk six steps

back to own places, the men going under the arch (bars 21, 22

and 23) ; release hands and turn about singly (bar 24).

The dance is repeated from the beginning; all number 1

couples dance with the next number 2 couples toward the foot.

If there are even numbers of couples in line, all will dance the

first time through the dance, but the second time a number 1

couple at the foot and a number 2 couple at the head of the line

will not dance. In this way the whole line will dance, and the

couples on the end stand still, alternately. After having stood

once through the dance, the end couples change their numbers.

If an uneven number of couples are dancing, the couple at the

foot will stand the first time through the dance, and the head

couple the second time.

THE FORWARD DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Couples form about the room.

(a) Partners dance polka (bars 1 to 4).

(b) Without changing position all dance one change step

forward, the man beginning with the left foot and the girl with

the right (bar 5), the man' stamps the right foot and the girl

the left, the man then stamps the left and the girl the right (bar

6). They repeat the change step and the stamping on bars 7

and 8.

THE TRIANGLE
(Music in Book No, II)

Formation.—Three couples stand in a triangle.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands and walk four steps toward the
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center, raising the arms forward and upward (bars 1 and 2), and
four steps backward, lowering the arms fbars 3 and 4). They
then walk eight steps round in a circle to the right (bars 1 to 4).

This may be danced as follows: instead of walking forward
and back they may walk in a circle eight steps to the left and
eight steps to the right (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) All walk through "Grand Right and Left" as follows

:

without joining hands partners pass each other as if joining
right hands, pass the next as if joining left hands, pass the next
as if joining right hands, pass partner as if joining left hands,
turn left about, and face partner. Without pausing they walk
back to places, beginning as if joining left hands (bars 5 to 8
and repeat).

(c) Partners take waltz position and dance ''Danish two-
step" round the set (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(d) All walk through "Grand Right and Left" as before
(bars 5 to 8 and repeat).

(e) Partners dance "Danish two-step" as before (bars 1 to 4
and repeat), and without pausing they then dance Fig. II to

Music II.

Fig. II. (a) All dance "Grand Right and Left" as before
(bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) Partners dance "Danish two-step" round the set (bars
5 to 12), and without pausing they dance polka round the set
(bars 13 to 20). All repeat Fig. II throughout, using the same
music.

Fig. III. (a) All dance "Grand Right and Left" as before,
substituting short running steps instead of walking (bars 1 to
8), using Music III.

(b) Partners take waltz position and dance Polonaise as fol-

lows
:

(^4 time) the man steps forward with the left foot (count
1), quickly turns right, bringing the right behind the left (count
2), and steps forward again with the right completing the turn
(count 3). The girl steps slightly forward with the right foot
(count 1). steps quickly with the left and again with right
(count 2), and steps again with the left (count 3). The dancers
make a complete turn and move forward exactly as in the waltz.
In the Polonaise, however, the man always steps forward on
count 1 with the left foot, and the girl with the right foot. They
repeat Fig. Ill twice.
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DANISH HORNPIPE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation-—Couples form about the room.

The man takes the girl's left hand in his right, and they move

to the right round the room. The music counts four beats to a

bar.

Both step obliquely forward to the left with left foot on the

two introductory notes of the music, step with the right across

behind the left on the 1st beat of bar 1, step obliquely forward

to the left with the left foot on 2nd beat of bar 1, step obliquely

forward to the right with the right foot on the 3rd beat of bar 1,

step with the left across behind the right on the 4th beat of bar

1. Both jump up and a little backward on the 1st beat of bar 2,

land with the right foot across behind the left on 2nd beat of bar

2, and hold this position on the 3rd beat of bar 2. They then

repeat the step exactly as described, beginning by stepping

obliquely forward to the left with the left foot on the 4th beat

of bar 2. The dancers continue this step, which takes eight

counts, through bars 1 to 8 and the repeat.

Couples then take waltz position and polka round the room

(bars 9 to 16 and repeat).

- THE GIRLS' PLEASURE

(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Couples of two girls form about the room.

One girl (number 1) crosses her arms in front with the right

on top, and the other girl (number 2) stands directly behind her,

facing as she faces. Number 2 takes number I's right hand in

her left, and number I's left in her right. Both begin with the

left foot and waltz continuously. Number 2 immediately releases

her hold with the left hand and dances round to the right and in

front of number 1, two "waltz steps; they then join hands mo-

mentarily as before, number 2 with her arms crossed in front

with the right on top of the left ;. number 1 releases her hold with

the left hand and dances round to the right and in front of

number 2.

Thus they waltz round each other, taking two waltz steps in

changing position. This is difficult to describe because both

waltz forward all the time and yet the one who is behind covers

more ground than the one in front. They continue in the same
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way throughout the dance. The girl who is in front lifts her

right hand over the other's head as the other waltzes forward.

The dancers move their arms slowly and continuously.

KONTRA MARCH
(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. 1. (a) The 1st and 3rd couples join adjacent hands

and walk toward each other four slow steps (bars 1 and 2) ; as

they meet in the center, the 1st man takes the 3rd girl's left hand
in his right and they walk to 4th couple's place. At the same
time the 3rd man takes the 1st girl's left hand in his right, and

they walk to 2nd couple's place (bars 3 and 4). They turn, the

men right about and the girls left about, join hands again, and
walk to the center four slow steps (bars 5 and 6) ;

join hands
with own partner and walk to own place (bars 7 and 8).

Simultaneously, the other two couples separate, the 2nd man
and the 4th girl walk directly to 1st couple's place, and the 2nd
girl and the 4th man walk directly to 3rd couple's place (bars 1

and 2) ; the girls curtsey and the men bow (bars 3 and 4) ; the

girls turn left about, and the men turn right about, and walk
slowly back to own places (bars 5 and 6) ; and partners curtsey

and bow (bars 7 and 8).

The 2nd and 4th couples now repeat (a) as danced by 1st and
3rd couples. The 1st and 3rd couples dance as 2nd and 4th

couples in (a) (bars 1 to 8).

(b) All dance "Grand Right and Left" with step-hop round
to own places (bars 9 to 16).

(c) The four girls dance "Grand Chain" as follows : they

cross right hands in a star in the center, dance with step-hop

round to the opposite man, join left hand with him, and he puts

his right arm round her waist and turns her completely round
(bars 17 to 20) ; the girls join right hands in a star again and
dance round to place, join left hand with partner, and he puts

his right arm round her waist and turns her once round into

own place (bars 21 to 24).

(d) The 1st and 3rd couples dance "Right and Left" with

step-hop as follows: the 1st girl and 3rd man join right hands,

the 1st man and 3rd girl do the same and change places with four

step-hops (bars 25 and 26)
;
partners join left hands and change
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places (bars 27 and 28) ; the 1st man and 3rd girl join right

hands and change places, the 3rd man and 1st girl do the same
(bars 29 and 30) ;

partners join left hands and dance to own
places (bars 31 and 32). This is simply "Right and Left" as

danced in quadrilles, using sixteen step-hops instead of walking

steps.

The 2nd and 4th couples repeat (d) (bars 25 to 32).

Fig. II. (a) Same as in Fig. 1.

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

(c) The four men dance the "Grand Chain" the same as the

girls danced, the girls putting the right arm round the men's

waists and swinging them round once.

(d) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. III. (a) Same as in Fig. I.

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

(c) Partners stand with right sides together and link right

arms. Each puts his left hand behind his own back and takes

the other's right in his left. In this position they dance step-hop

round in place, that is, each moves forward (bars 17 to 24).

(d) Same as in Fig. I.

SAILOR'S DANCE
(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle, the man beginning

with the left foot and the girl with the right, and dance Tyroler

waltz step, each turning away from own partner on the first

Tyroler waltz step and face to face with partner on the second,

and so on through bars 1 to 8 and repeat. Thus the dancers

move to the left round the circle eight Tyroler waltz steps (bars

1 to 8) and the same to the right (bars 1 to 8).

(b) All place hands on own hips and waltz to the right round

the circle eight steps, turning right about continuously (bars 9

to 16). Partners turn away from each other to the one behind

and clap as in "Peas Porridge Hot," as follows : own hands to-

gether, right with the other's right, own together, left with the

other's left, own together, and both with the other ; then clap own
hands four times (bars 17 to 24). All place hands on own hips

and waltz round the circle as before (bars 9 to 16) and repeat

the clapping with own partner (bars 17 to 24).
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Fig. II. (a) Partners join right hands, place left on own
hip, and dance eight Tyroler waltz steps, turning round in place

(bars 1 to 8) ;
join left hands, place right on own hip, and turn

round in place (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. III. (a) Partners join both hands and dance eight

Tyroler waltz steps, turning round to the left in place (bars 1

to 8), and the same at the right (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. I\^ (a) Partners stand with right sides together and

link right arms; each puts his own left hand behind own back

and grasps the other's right with left hand. In this position they

dance eight Tyroler waltz steps round in place, each moving
forward (bars 1 to 8) ; without changing position they then

dance the same backward (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. V. (a) The four girls join right hands in a star in the

center and dance round with eight Tyroler steps (bars 1 to 8),

join left hands in a star and dance the same (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VI. (a) The four men repeat (a) as danced by the

girls in Fig. V.

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VII. (a) The 1st and 3rd girls join both hands in the

center, and the 2nd and 4th girls join both hands across their

joined hands, making a two-hand star. In this position they

dance eight Tyroler waltz steps, moving to the left (bars 1 to 8)

and the same to the right (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VIII. (a) The four men form a two-hand star and

repeat (a) as danced by the girls in Fig. VII.

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. IX. (a) The four girls form a circle in the center with

shoulder grasp and dance eight Tyroler steps to the left (bars

1 to 8) and the same to the right (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. X. (a) The four men repeat (a) as danced by the

girls in Fig. IX.

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. XI. (a) All join hands in a circle and dance (a) as in

Fig. I.
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This figure is sometimes danced as follows: the girls turn

with backs to the center and the men facing the center, and, in

this position, they join hands in a circle and dance Tyroler waltz,

moving to the left. Partners turn alternately toward and away

from each other throughout. They dance the same, moving to

the right (bars 1 to 8 and repeat).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

The dance is finished by all couples taking waltz position

and dancing hopsa round the room (bars 1 to 8 and repeat

played with increased tempo).

The "Sailor's Dance" may be danced by any number of

couples. If more than four couples dance. Figs. VII and VIII

are omitted.

PEAR WALTZ
(Alusic in Book I, Page 10)

Formation.—Three couples stand in a triangle.

Fig. I. (a) All join hands in a circle and galop to the left

sixteen steps (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) All dance "Grand Right and Left" with walking steps

as follows: partners link right arms instead of joining right

hands in passing, link left arms with the next, right with the

next, and left with own partner, turning half way round (bars

5 to 8). All dance back to own places, linking right arms with

the first girl, left with the next and right with partner. If

partners do not get back to own places in time to link right

arms and to turn in finishing, they continue the next figure,

omitting this (bars 5 to 8).

Fig. II. (a) All swing partners (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. Ill and Fig. IV. The same as Fig. II.

Fig. V. (a) The three girls form a circle in the center, with

arms round each other's waists, and dance with sixteen galop

steps to the left ; or, placing the right foot in toward the center,

swing round to the left (bars 1 to 4 and repeat).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VI. (a) The three men form a circle in the center with

shoulder grasp and galop sixteen steps to the left ; or, placing the

right foot in toward the center, swing round to the left (bars 1

to 4 and repeat).

(b) Same as in Fig. I.
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Fig. VII. Same as Fig. V.

Fig. VIII. Same as Fig. VI.

Fig. IX. Same as Fig. V.

Fig. X. Same as Fig. VI.

Fig. XI. Same as Fig. I.

The dance is finished by all swinging partners in place (bars

1 to 4 and repeat).

ACE OF DIAMONDS
(Music in Book No. I)

This is danced in two ways.

I

Formation.—Couples stand promiscuously about the room.

(a) Partners face each other, clap hands once on the 1st beat

of bar 1, link right arms, and walk or run round in place (bars

1 to 4) ; clap once on the 1st beat of bar 5, link left arms, and

walk or run round (bars 5 to 8).

(b) Partners face each other, spring on the right foot and

throw the left forward, striking the heel with the toes up

(last beat of bar 8 and first beat of bar 9) ; spring on the right

foot, bring the left back, and throw the right forward, striking

the heel with the toes up (last beat of bar 9 and first beat of bar

10) ; continue this movement, throwing the left forward on the

1st beat of bar 11, the right forward on the 3d beat of bar 11, the

left forward on the 1st beat of bar 12, the right forward on the

3rd beat of bar 12, striking the heels with the toes up, every time.

They repeat (b), starting on the last beat of bar 12 and con-

tinuing to bar 16.

(c) All dance polka (bars 17 to 24).

Note.— (b) may be danced as follows: with hands on own
hips both dance hopsa steps, the girl dancing backward and the

man following her (last beat of bar 8 to 12) ; the man then

dances backward and the girl follows him (last beat of bar

12 to 16).

II

(Music in Book No. II)

Formation.—Couples take waltz position and dance to th€

right round the room.

(a) Couples dance forward four galop steps (bars 1 and 2),

stand still, and, without changing position, lower and raise arms.

^1^
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the man his left and the girl her right, four times (bars 3 and 4) ;

and repeat (a) (bars 1 to 4).

(b) Partners stand facing each other ; joining both hands,

they swing both arms with a sharp accent, sideways to the man's

right once and then to his left once (bars 5 and 6). The girl

then places both hands on the man's shoulders ; he places his left

hand round her just below her right arm; they dance four

"Danish two-steps," making two complete turns to the right

(bars 7 and 8) ; and repeat (b) (bars 9 to 12).

THE LITTLE MAN IN A FIX

(Music in Book No. I)

Formation.—An odd number of couples form promiscuously
about the room.

Each couple scrambles for another couple with whom to

dance. Groups of two couples dance together, and the couple

that is left must wait until the first part (a) of the dance is

finished before dancing.

(a) The two men link left arms and each places the right

arm round his partner's waist ; the girl places her left hand on

her partner's right shoulder and her right on her own hip, and

in this position they run forward sixteen steps (bars 1 to 8).

(b) Without pausing, the men join left hands and take their

partner's left in their right. Simultaneously, the girls run under

the men's joined hands, turn left about facing each other, and

join right hands above their own and the men's joined hands.

Pulling slightly backward, they run to the right (bars 1 to 8).

(c) The man takes his partner's left hand in his right ; he

begins with the left foot, and the girl begins with the right, and

they dance Tyroler waltz, turning away from each other on the

first step and face to face on the second (bars 9 and 10) ; repeat

(bars 11 and 12) ; then take waltz position and dance four waltz

steps (bars 13 to 16). They repeat (c).

FOUR AND A HALF DANCE
I

(Music I in Book No. I)

Formation.—Four couples stand in quadrille formation.

Fig. L (a) All join hands and dance with step-hop in a

circle to the left (bars 1 to 8 and repeat).
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(b) The 2nd and 4th couples stand in place while the 1st

and 3rd couples join, adjacent hands and take one change step

and two walking steps toward each other, one change step and

two walking steps backward to place (bars 9 to 16). The 1st

and 3rd couples stand in place while 2nd and 4th couples dance

the same (bars 9 to 16).

(c) Partners join adjacent hands and, stamping on the 1st

beat of bar 17, the man with the left foot and the girl with the

right foot, they swing their joined hands toward the center,

at the same time turning slightly back to back. They immedi-

ately face each other and, taking waltz position, dance seven

hopsa steps, moving to the right round the set, to opposite

couple's place (bars 17 to 24) ; they repeat (c), continuing to

the right to own place (bars 17 to 24).

(b) Man puts his right arm round the girl's waist, and she

puts her hand on his shoulder ; they walk sixteen steps to the

right round the circle, turning to the left without changing of

position on the 15th and 16th steps (bars 25 to 28), and walk

back to place sixteen steps (bars 29 to 32).

(e) Partners turn and face each other, the girl curtse3's and

the man bows (bar ZZ) ; the man then turns to the left and bows
to the girl on his left, simultaneously the girl turns to the right

and curtseys to the man on her right (bar 34).

Figs. IT, III and TV. (a) Partners take waltz position and,

turning right about continuously, dance step-hop in place (bars

1 to 8 and repeat).

(b), (c), (d), and (e) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. V. (a) The four girls form a circle in the center with
arms round each other's waists and dance step-hop to the left

(bars 1 to 8 and repeat).

(b), (c), (d), and (e) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VI. (a) The four men form a circle in the center with
shoulder grasp and dance step-hop to the left (bars 1 to 8 and
repeat).

(b), (c), (d), and (e) Same as in Fig. I.

Fig. VII. The girls repeat Fig. V.
Fig. VIII. The men repeat Fig. VI.

Fig. IX. The girls repeat Fig. V.
Fig. X. The men repeat Fig. VI. />J( ->

Fig. XL All repeat Fig. I.

The dance is finished by all couples dancing step-hop, turning
right about in place (bars 1 to 8 and repeat).














